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All of these engines are valve cam-in-block or overhead valve engines , except for the LQ1 ;
which uses 24 valves driven by dual overhead cams. These engines vary in displacement
between 2. Production of these engines began in and ended in in the U. This engine family was
the basis for the GM High Value engine family. These engines have also been referred to as the
X engines due to their first usage in the X-body cars. This engine is not related to the GMC V6
engine that was designed for commercial vehicle usage. This "clean sheet" design was
introduced in and versions were produced through Two different blocks with minor differences
were developed:. Like the rest of the Generation I engines, they were updated in with larger
main journals for durability, along with multi-point fuel injection or E2SE carb and OBD I.
Production of the Generation I transverse engines ended in The 2. It was a transverse version
produced from through for the A-body and X-body cars. The standard "X-code" engine for this
line, it used a two-barrel carburetor. Introduced in , the 2. The L44 was produced from to ,
replacing the LH7. It was the first transverse 2. The LB6 engine was introduced in to replace the
original LE2. The LG6 "D-code" was produced from to in both transverse and longitudinal
applications. It used throttle-body fuel injection and iron heads. The longitudinal versions had
minor differences from the transverse engines on which they were based. Like the rest of the
family, larger journals appeared in , along with multiport fuel injection for the F-body LB8
version. TBI was added for the truck version in Production of the 2. GM's performance-parts
division continued production of a related crate engine after The longitudinal LC1 was produced
from to It was a 2-barrel High Output "1-code" version for the F-body cars. It was replaced by
the LB8 for The longitudinal LR2 was a truck version "B-code" produced from to The
longitudinal LL1 was a high-output version of the LC1 produced in and It was used in the â€”
Pontiac Firebird. The carbureted LL2 "R-code" was produced from to Another LL2 "R-code"
with throttle-body fuel injection was produced from to It used multiport fuel injection and was
made for longitudinal mounting. The LH0 as used in the rear-wheel drive applications differed
significantly from that used in front-wheel drive applications. The latter retained the generation-I
architecture block and heads. The power rating of the 3. The F-body cars used the Generation I
architecture, with iron heads, and without splayed valves. The second generation, still 2. It used
aluminum heads with splayed valves and an aluminum front cover. It was produced exclusively
for transverse, front-wheel drive use. The next year, Chevrolet introduced a full-production
long-stroke 3. It was produced simultaneously with the 2. MPFI was used on both, and a
full-production turbo version was available on the 3. An even higher displacement DOHC 3. It
was produced until for the Mexican market and was exported in some models. The L64
"W-code" was introduced in as flexible-fuel version of the 3. The two versions were one that
could run M85 and one that could run E The LG5 "V-code" was a special 3. Around 3, engines
were produced each year. This engine had a block with more nickel content and hardened
internals. The engine was built only for front-wheel drive applications, and was featured
exclusively in the first generation of GM's W-body platform. It was built from to In , the heads
were redesigned for better flow, as well as now making the engine an interference design and
adapting the engine for federally mandated OBDII emissions. It had four valves per cylinder. The
3. The heads and intake manifolds were redesigned for the model year, incorporating a larger
throttle body and plenum area, slightly longer intake runners, cloverleaf combustion chambers,
and larger "pill"-shaped exhaust ports. Camshafts and cam timing were also revised for the
new, higher-rpm powerband. Optional from to was a Getrag five-speed manual transaxle , which
was also exclusive to the GM W platform and was available only with the LQ1. The electronically
controlled Hydramatic 4TE four-speed automatic transaxle was the alternative, used during the
entire production run with the exception of the Monte Carlo Z34 and Lumina LTZ, which
received the 4TE. It featured a structural oil pan, a stiffer redesigned engine block, sequential
fuel injection, and revised aluminum heads. Compression ratio for the L82 was 9. The LG8
"J-code" was an updated version of the engine that displaced 3. The LG8 also featured a new
intake manifold and numerous changes to improve parts-sharing with the larger-displacement
LA1 Emissions were improved with secondary air injection and it earned LEV status. The LA1 or
"E-code" was a larger-bore version of the L It was first used on the U-platform minivans. It
remains an iron block with pushrods and an aluminum two-valve head. An updated version of
the Generation III engine. It includes a new block, intake manifold, oil pan, engine cover, and
fuel system, as well as electronic throttle control. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle engine. Cast iron Aluminum. OHV 2 valves x cyl. DOHC 4 valves x cyl. Carburetor
Throttle-body fuel injection Multi-port fuel injection Sequential multi-port fuel injection. Pontiac
Grand Am Oldsmobile Alero. Pontiac Grand Am GT. Chevrolet Impala Chevrolet Monte Carlo.
Chicago Tribune. Retrieved 27 September Green Car Journal Editors. Archived from the original
on 2 October Archived from the original on March 25, Retrieved March 5, Archived from the
original on October 9, Retrieved Categories : Chevrolet engines V6 engines Gasoline engines by
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so i have a Pontiac Grand AM. The engine shows its a SFI. So i was just wondering if anyone
could just kind of give me a short engine on what all that means. Ohh and my cars a V6, I do
know the difference between the different ones. It is indeed a 3. Older cars used CID, cubic inch
displacement, both indicate the size of the combustion chambers collectively. Say you made
your engine a glorified water pump. Every time the pump made 1 full rotation it would displace
3. The fuel is injected in a sequence as opposed to all ports at the same time. Helps with fuel
economy. Ok now to V6 the V is the shape that the cilinders are in and 6 is the number of
cilinders. Your engine has 6 cilinders shaped like a V with 3 on each side of the V. Trending
News. Tiger Woods seriously injured in rollover car crash. Official on Woods: He's 'very
fortunate' to be alive. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. FOMO trend is fueling a
homebuying surge. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. COVID pushes some with
eating disorders to get help. Answer Save. Cecil n Lv 7. This Site Might Help You. Hope that
takes care of ya. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. The
dealer. The salvage yard. The flea market. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking
now. Our Address. Kings Mills, OH Piston slap a ticking noise is heard that goes away as the
engine warms up. Blown head gaskets exibits blown head gasket symptoms typically only if the
engine has been over heated, the heads are aluminum and the blocks are cast iron, if the engine
is ever over heated the expansion rate of the heads are different than the block and the heads
can warp, the gaskets will no longer seal correctly and they will blow sometimes leaking coolant
causing all the common symptoms of head gasket failure, you will have to do the head gaskets
and probably get the heads machined. Coolant elbow failure coolant leaks only at high revs full
throttle. NOTE, some belt tensioner assemblies only require one single coolant elbow as some
of the belt tensioner assemblies come with the lower elbow that connects essentially to the
timing cover cast solid into the assembly. False low coolant light sometimes the coolant level
sensor will act up in these cars, they will get gummed up inside and cause a fake low coolant
light too come on even when the coolant level is full, replacing this unit should fix the issue.
Crankshaft position sensor failure engine randomly shuts off going down the road and car wont
start unless it sits for a while. P Max adapt long shift car upshifts hard a very common code for
these transmissions, what happens is as the transmission wears out its clutch plates and it
begins too slip the transmission begins compensating buy shifting with max pressure on the
clutch plates, so a warn out transmission or a bad pressure control solenoid sometimes only
showing when the transmission is warmed up. Torque coverter clutch issues car seems too
shift up and down a gear sort of shutters sometimes the torque converter clutch can act up,
when cruising at highway speeds sometimes it feels like the car is going up and down from a
higher too a lower gear or feels like its sort of shuttering, this is the torque converter clutch
acting up, it engages and disengages on and off at times with earlier transmissions it would
actually get stuck on and stall the engine at stop lights. Overdrive spline strip overdrive wont
work sometimes it feels like the car will not shift into over drive, earlier transmissions of the
4T60E and 4T65E had issues with the transmission overdrive spline stripping, when the
transmission goes too shift into overdrive, the overdrive gear set simply slips on the overdrive
spline because it is stripped and you loose over drive. VSS vehicle speed sensor shifts weird or
wont shift stuck in 2nd gear limp in mode, no speedometer or speedo acts funny located on the
transaxle passenger side next too the Differential held on i believe buy a single 10MM nut, these
commonly get metal shavings on the magnet, or they just go out, more commonly the wires too
them corrode and fall off breaking connection, before you replace the sensor CHECK THE
WIRING! Bent trailing arms sometimes you hit a pot hole or a rock, or someone tries jacking up
the car, and the stamped steel trailing arms get bentâ€¦ not too fear you can replace them really
easy, and ZZP makes chrome Molly steel tubular replacements that are much more robust.
Rusty rocker panels very common with cars like the Buick Century Custom and Buick Century
Limited where there rocker pannels are not hidden buy fancy plastic trim, road salt and water
and crap gather on the rocker pannels and in the rocker pannels they begin too rust from the
inside out, and then sadly the only fix is body work. Broken sway bars a clunking noise is heard
when coming into a corner or out of a corner. Battery terminal issues, old and new car seems
too cut out when driving, i loose power when i hit a bump or wiggle the battery cables, car wont
start no crank no start condition, my battery terminals broke on my or newer GM Vehcile.
PRNDL mielage indicator burnt out very common thing on Buick Centurys and Regals, right

below the speedo tells what your gear you have slected and your mileage, these commonly
burn out, some people replace some resistors and stuff and make it work again, others buy a
instrument cluster. VATS system failure car wont start, SECURITY light on sometimes the
security system acts up, either the chip in the kea goes wonky or more commonly the entire
system needs replaced and its a expensive day. VATS security system disables the fuel pump
and starter and all that too prevent theft, after the car gets quite old these are common failures
and then turns on the car owner. Moisture in headlights water in my headlights and water
droplets, foggy from the inside. This all relates to the 4-Door versions of the cars mentioned in
the write up. On the front windows small white clips that hook onto the cables controlled by the
regulators will break. One breaking will cause the window to cant go crooked when operated. If
both break the window will fall into the door itself. Replacement clips are much more
inexpensive than a regulator replacement and can be found at most auto parts places. Here is
an example of these clips:. With the design being different than the front this means they will
require total regulator system replacement. Here is an example of the rear regulator with all 3
possible fail points marked:. Almost all the regulators for these cars come with tracks, cables,
mountings, ie: the works as seen in the pic above. There is a bolt that holds the bellhousing for
the tranny to the engine that has the head under the cylinder head. The passenger tire and
splash shield can be removed allowing access. THe bolt can be accessed using three 1 foot
extensions under the cylinder head and above the engine block. I admire your data compilation
and its accuracy. I recently lost the best car I ever owned in a roll-over when I fell asleep at the
wheel coming home from work. The engine was magnificent and matched well with the body.
That said, there were quite a few plugs of info in your post that I personally experienced. They
were resolved nontheless. Most recent was problems with it starting and dying while driving.
Thanks again for off loading the info for people to troubleshoot and anticipate. Also do not
overlook the engine oil pan. It depends on the area of the country you live in. It is about a hr job
can be done in 3hrs to replace the pan working on a lift. I would not attempt to do this on the
ground with jack stands. By the way i am a professional auto tech. Skimming the list, I had
plenty of those problems on a 94 grand prix with the 3. It was falling apart faster than I could fix
it. It was the second worst car I ever owned. Anyways sticking to the facts â€” what about
radiator leaks? Mine had a leak and I tried TWO different ones from a jun
hummer h2 sun visor
sargent ec155 wiring diagram
kawasaki ninja 300 used
k yard from W-bodies and they leaked in the same spot. Also on W body with the LQ1, what
about the distributor shaft leak where it was just a plug in there. April 23, at pm Viewing 15
replies - 1 through 15 of 18 total. April 29, at am Rip Tides Participant. Here is an example of the
rear regulator with all 3 possible fail points marked: Almost all the regulators for these cars
come with tracks, cables, mountings, ie: the works as seen in the pic above. April 30, at am May
2, at am May 3, at am Steven Cummings Participant. I just want to add regarding your 4T65E
tranny for anyone who has to drop it: There is a bolt that holds the bellhousing for the tranny to
the engine that has the head under the cylinder head. May 5, at am Richard Cook Participant.
May 7, at pm May 8, at am May 30, at pm September 1, at am September 2, at am September 19,
at am Erin Participant. November 11, at am November 13, at am Vincent Participant. November
25, at pm You must be logged in to reply to this topic.

